Surface roughened zirconia: towards hydrothermal stability
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Abstract

Surface roughness is needed in several yttria-stabilized zirconia components used in restorative dentistry for osseointegration or adhesion purposes. This can be achieved by different treatments, which may also modify the microstructure of the surface. Among them, sandblasting and chemical etching are widely used, but their effect on hydrothermal aging of zirconia is not fully understood. In the present work, the zirconia long-term stability of rough surfaces prepared by these techniques is analyzed and a method is proposed for preventing hydrothermal aging while maintaining the original surface appearance and mechanical properties. The method involves pressure infiltration of a Cerium salt solution on the roughened surfaces followed by a thermal treatment. The solution, trapped by surface defects and small pores, is decomposed during thermal treatment into Cerium oxide, which is diffused at high temperature, obtaining Ce co-doping in the near-surface region. In addition, the microstructural changes induced in the near-surface by sandblasting or chemical etching are removed by the thermal treatment together with surface defects. No color modification was observed and the final roughness parameters were in the range of existing implants of proved good osseointegration. The aging resistance of Ce co-doped materials was strongly enhanced, showing the absence of aging after artificial degradation, increasing in this way the surface mechanical integrity.

The proposed treatment is easily applicable to the current manufacturing procedures of zirconia dental posts, abutments, crowns and dentures, representing a solution to hydrothermal aging in these and other biomedical applications.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, yttria-stabilized zirconia ceramics have been progressively occupying a more relevant role in restorative dentistry, thanks to their superior strength, moderate fracture toughness and biocompatibility (Denry and Kelly, 2008). These mechanical properties are associated to the sub-micrometric grain size and to the transformation toughening mechanism. The tetragonal phase, retained at room temperature in a metastable state thanks to the presence of 3 mol% of Yttrium oxide, can transform into the stable monoclinic phase under the local tensile stress at the tip of a crack under loading. The transformation is accompanied by an increase in volume of about 4.5%, and since it is constrained by the surrounding elastic material, compressive stresses are induced, which enhance the crack propagation resistance (transformation toughening) (Garvie et al., 1975). The good combination of fracture toughness and strength of 3Y-TZP allows its employment in a series of applications, which include dental crowns, dental implants, abutments, orthodontic brackets and fixed partial dentures (FPD’s) (Conrad et al., 2007; Denry and Kelly, 2008; Kelly and Denry, 2008).

The main limitation of zirconia is represented by low temperature degradation (LTD), also known as hydrothermal degradation or aging. It consists in the spontaneous transformation of the surface to the monoclinic phase in humid environments and moderate temperatures, including human body conditions (Chevalier et al., 2007). LTD is slow at room temperature and interests only a superficial layer of few micrometers in well-densified 3Y-TZP, but it is accompanied by the formation of surface microcracks, surface roughening and loss of cohesion, making the material unsuitable for orthopedic joint replacement where surface stability is fundamental.

Sandblasting is a treatment that is commonly applied in the manufacturing of zirconia dental crowns in order to increase the surface area and roughness. This, in turn, promotes the adhesion between the crown and either the luting cement or the veneering porcelain, by increasing wettability, surface energy and the bonding area (Fischer et al., 2008; Kern and Wegner, 1998; Wolfart et al., 2007).

Roughness is created through an erosive wear process in which high-speed hard particles impact on the surface and chunks of material are removed. During the impact, local surface plastic deformation and subsurface cracks may be generated. Lateral cracks, parallel to the surface, contribute to the erosion process, whereas radial cracks, perpendicular to the surface, may impair the material performance (Lawn, 1993).
During mechanical modification of the surface by sandblasting, local phase transformation may take place, which may induce damage as well as compressive forces as a result of the local volume increase associated with the transformation. The sole sandblasting may increase or decrease the strength depending on the trade-off between the effect of the surface compressive layer resulting from the process and the characteristics of the additional surface defects introduced (Chintapalli et al., 2014; Kosmač, 2008). It is important to underline that the compressive stresses disappear if a heat treatment is performed after sandblasting, as it happens during the veneering process, due to reconversion of the monoclinic layer and stress release. As a result, the superficial cracks are exposed to tensile stresses, lowering the strength. It was shown that the optimization of sandblasting parameters allows generating lower damage during the process, limiting the strength decrease associated to the thermal treatment (Chintapalli et al., 2014).

Sandblasting delays the beginning and lowers the kinetics of LTD. Since the aging behavior of zirconia of sandblasted plus annealed specimens is similar to sintered plus polished specimens, the lower LTD in the sandblasted state must be related to the superficial compressive layer and the local plastic deformation generated. (Chintapalli, 2012; Kim et al., 2010; Kosmač, 2008). Nevertheless, specimens obtained maximizing the strength by choosing optimum sandblasting conditions, may suffer a drop in strength after artificial degradation, being the drop severe after long and aggressive aging treatments (Chintapalli, 2012; Kosmač, 2008; Papanagiotou et al., 2006).

Chemical etching has been reported to be an efficient technique to produce a fine roughness on zirconia, down to the nanoscale (Hempel et al., 2010). Gahlert et al. evidenced that hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching of zirconia implants enhances bone apposition resulting in high removal torque values (Gahlert et al., 2010). Other chemicals, such as hypophosphorous acid or an equimolar mixture of potassium hydroxide and sodium hydroxide, have been reported to successfully etch Y-TZP (Casucci et al., 2010; Gruber et al., 2012). However, HF presents the advantage to be a fast etchant at room temperature.

In recent studies, it was shown that by introducing surface roughness in 3Y-TZP, the cell response was similar to titanium and alumina, concluding that roughened zirconia surface represents an appropriate substrate for proliferation and spreading of osteoblastic cells (Bächle et al., 2007; Wenz et al., 2008; Yamashita et al., 2009). It was also reported that zirconia dental implants with acid etched surface (CeraRoot implants with
ICE™ surface) showed a similar or higher success rate as for Titanium implants after 5 years of follow-up study (Oliva et al., 2010).

Besides, Cooper et al. (Cooper et al., 2006) found that the incorporation of fluoride at the surface of titanium implants could enhance osteoblastic differentiation and interfacial bone formation. More recently, Ito et al. (Ito et al., 2013) showed that the combination of sandblasting with HF etching leads to an increase in the proliferation rate and expression of ALP activity of osteoblast-like cells (MC3T3-E1).

The stability of 3Y-TZP surface is fundamental for the performance in dental applications, since the surface is responsible for transferring the load from the veneer/luting cement to the crown/abutment or from the implant to the bone. Although water may be not directly in contact with zirconia dental crowns, it can penetrate into luting cements and have access to the material surface, which can be therefore exposed to degradation (Jevnikar et al., 2000). Therefore, hydrothermal degradation may play a role on the stability of the crown surface and finally on the life time of the part. The same situation is found in implants connected to the bone, where body fluids are always present and the role of the surface is of extreme importance. Therefore, there is a clear need for improving 3Y-TZP aging resistance and guarantee its surface stability.

Several works have proved that co-doping Y-TZP with Ce can improve substantially the degradation behavior (Boutz et al., 1995; Lin and Duh, 2003; Marro et al., 2011; Sato et al., 1987), probably due to the reduction in concentration of oxygen vacancies decreasing in this way the diffusion of water species which has been recognized as the trigger mechanism for the degradation phenomenon (Guo, 1998). In a recent work by the authors (Camposilvan et al., 2015), Ce co-doping was performed by infiltration in the pre-sintered state to increase the degradation resistance of 3Y-TZP. The process consists in the infiltration of porous pre-sintered 3Y-TZP preforms with optimized solutions containing cerium nitrates, which decompose to CeO$_2$ and diffuse into the zirconia lattice during sintering, obtaining higher Ce concentrations in the surface region and making the co-doped material far more resistant to aging. Nonetheless, a modest reduction in the fracture toughness of the superficial region was recorded, together with a moderate reduction of the strength for CeO$_2$ contents over 3-4 mol% (Camposilvan et al., 2015, 2012). At the same time, when significant quantities of CeO$_2$ are introduced with this process, the color of the specimen becomes yellowish, which represent a limitation for the application precisely in visible dental parts e.g. dental crowns.
The infiltration processing technique is applied in this work to 3Y-TZP rough surfaces induced by either sandblasting or acid etching. This “surface infiltration” is performed on the fully sintered and roughened material, and is followed by a diffusion treatment. The aim is to study whether the superficial defects, cracks and pores present after roughening are able to retain sufficient amounts of solution so that the aging resistance of the material can be significantly improved. It is expected that the thickness of the surface modified material would be so small to not affect the mechanical and optical properties.

2. Materials and Methods

3Y-TZP spray-dried powders (Tosoh corp.) were isostatically pressed into cylindrical rods at 200 MPa, 10 min. The green body was then sintered in air at 1450 °C in a tubular furnace with a heating/cooling ramp of 3°/min and dwell time of 2 h. During the heating segment, a dwell time of one hour was applied at 700 °C to evacuate the sintering and pressing additives. The sintered rods were cut into discs of approx. 9.5 mm in diameter and 2.2 mm in thickness and were ground (Struers MD-Piano 220) and polished with diamond pastes down to a superficial roughness of less than 0.02 μm Ra. This represents the base material for our studies and is named as-sintered (“AS”).

2.1. Roughening treatments

Sandblasting of the specimens was performed with a sandblaster “Easy Blast” (BEGO, USA) using alumina particles with a diameter of 110 μm, working pressure of 2 bars and projection time of 10 s. These conditions had been previously optimized for this material and the sandblasting media employed in order to minimize the damage (Chintapalli, 2012; Chintapalli et al., 2014). The obtained samples were cleaned successively with acetone, ethanol and deionized water in an ultrasonic bath (5 min for each bath) and will be referred to as “S” for sandblasted.

The AS samples were cleaned before etching by sonication, in a similar fashion as done for the S samples for removing contaminants from the surface. Etching was performed by immersing for 1 hour zirconia disks in high-density polyethylene flasks filled with concentrated HF (Hydrofluoric Acid 40% QP Panreac, Spain). The disks were placed with the polished side upwards. Just after being removed from the HF solution, they were rinsed in deionized water in order to stop the reaction. They were then cleaned twice during 10 min by
sonication with deionized water in order to remove any remaining product of the reaction from the surface. This etched and cleaned condition is labeled “E”.

2.2. Pressure infiltration

After drying, the samples were submerged in a saturated solution of Ce(III) nitrate hexahydrated (REacton, 99.9%, Alfa Aesar, USA) in distilled water inside a deformable mold. The mold was closed and inserted in an isostatic press and a pressure of 50 MPa was applied during 10 minutes. After the immersion, the samples surface was quickly dried with clean laboratory paper to eliminate the solution in excess. During the drying and decomposition treatment, which was performed from 60 to 450 ºC with a dwell time of 1 h, the water from the remaining solution, trapped into surface defects, was evaporated and the precipitated salt decomposed to form Cerium oxide. After that, the specimens were thermally treated (TT) at 1450 ºC in air during 1 h to allow the diffusion of the CeO₂ from the infiltrated surface. Sets of non-infiltrated S and E samples were also thermally treated in the same way and will be referred to as ST and ET, respectively. The infiltrated and TT specimens will be instead referred to as SIT and EIT respectively. A summary of the treatments associated to each surface is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of specimens preparation treatments, performed in sequence from left to right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Sint.1450°C 2h+polished</th>
<th>Sandblast. 10s</th>
<th>A. Etching 1h</th>
<th>Inf.50MPa 10s</th>
<th>TT 1450°C 1h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS-control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Roughness characterization

White Light Interferometry (WLI, Veeco Wyko 9300NT) was used in order to characterize the topography at different scales for the seven surfaces listed in Table 1. WLI measurements were performed on 150 µm x 150 µm areas (stitching of 4 images acquired at magnification 50x, resolution: 758 x 758 pixels). The roughness analysis of the data from WLI was performed using Veeco's Vision® software. Tilt was corrected and a robust short wavelength pass Gaussian filter (cut-off wavelength: 10 µm) was applied to the data in order to separate
waviness from roughness. Finally, the 3D roughness parameters described in Table 2 were determined. The results were treated statistically with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a Tukey post-hoc test, employing the software Minitab. p-value was set at 0.05. Mean values plus standard deviations are presented in the results, while letters on the columns charts show the statistically significant differences.

Table 2. Brief description of the 3D roughness parameters studied (W. Dong et al., 1994; W. P. Dong et al., 1994).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>Average roughness</td>
<td>Average of height values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{ds}$</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>Density of summits</td>
<td>Number of summits per unit area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{dr}$</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Developed interfacial area ratio</td>
<td>Percentage of additional surface area contributed by the texture as compared to an ideal plane the size of the measurement region</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Aging studies

For testing the aging behavior after the different surface treatments, the samples were exposed to artificial degradation in autoclave under water vapor at 134 °C and 2 bar pressure for 30 h. This time was chosen to represent more than the expected life of the application, since it corresponds roughly with 60 years in vivo (Chevalier et al., 1999). After the treatment, the monoclinic phase volume fraction (Vm%) near the surface was measured with XRD by applying the equation of Toraya et al. (Toraya et al., 1984) and results were analyzed as in the previous section. This is a good indicator of the proneness of the material towards hydrothermal degradation.

2.5. Hardness and surface cracks

Hardness was measured by performing Vickers indentations with a load of 10 Kg after artificial degradation. Smaller loads did not give reproducible results due to the non planarity of the surface, while nanoindentation could not be performed for similar reasons. The purpose of indentation tests was to evaluate the effect of thermal treatment on bulk hardness and to compare indentation-induced cracks. In fact, even though the crack depth is of at least 30 µm, its length and opening at the surface changes depending on the superficial stress state associated to degradation, roughening and thermal treatments. In this case, indentation fracture (IF) toughness cannot be directly compared. Instead, the ratio $c/a$ will be reported in the results as a measure of the proneness to superficial crack formation, where $c$ is the distance between the tip of the crack developing from
the indentation corner and the indentation center and \( a \) is half of the indentation diagonal. Indentation marks were imaged for measurement by laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) and optical microscopy (OM) with differential interference contrast illumination (DIC). Statistical analysis was performed with the same procedure as in section 2.3.

### 2.6. FIB – SEM – EDS characterizations

SEM micrographs of the sandblasted and acid etched surfaces were taken with a FIB/SEM dual beam station Neon 40 (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany) after coating the surface with either carbon (sandblasted surface) or Au/Pd (acid-etched surface) to make it conductive. Energy-dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed at 10 KV to map the Ce distribution on the surface. FIB trenches were milled and polished from the surface of selected conditions, after depositing a strip of protective Pt, in order to observe the subsurface appearance of the material and eventually the damage induced either by the roughening or aging processes. Etched specimens were characterized in this manner before and after artificial degradation. In sandblasted samples, this characterization was performed after exposure to artificial degradation, since the non-aged state had been characterized in previous works (Chintapalli et al., 2013). EDS was performed on trenches to evaluate the thickness of the co-doped layer. It is worth mentioning that artificial aging affects only a surface layer producing microcracks and showing the formation of monoclinic laths, but the general appearance and the roughness of the sandblasted or etched specimens is not altered.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Roughness parameters

The topographic images of the surface of EIT and SIT specimens are shown in Figure 1. The column chart of the same figure presents the variation of several roughness parameters associated to all the different material conditions. The measured average roughness, \( S_a \), of S and E specimens was not significantly different, about 280 nm. After thermal treatment, ET and ST specimens registered a decrease in roughness of ~10% and ~18%, respectively. However, after infiltration and thermal treatment, SIT surfaces registered a further small decrease in \( S_a \), while EIT showed the opposite behavior. Regarding the specific surface area of etched surfaces, it was not practically affected by infiltration, but a substantial reduction was observed after thermal
treatment. On the other hand, the peak density was practically the same for the different treatments on sandblasted specimens, while a decrease was registered in ET and EIT with respect to E specimens. Regarding color, the aspect of all the specimens was similar, while the reflectivity was obviously changed after roughening treatments but unaltered by infiltration and thermal treatment.

3.2. FIB/SEM characterization

The surface appearance of S, ST and SIT specimens after artificial degradation are presented in the micrographs of Fig. 2. It can be appreciated that while the aged ST and SIT surfaces looked similar, the martensitic plates associated to the aging phenomenon were visible only in ST specimens. The grain size at the surface was slightly bigger in infiltrated samples, although this change was difficult to quantify due to non-planarity of the surface and the presence of alumina particles.

In the same figure, the EDS analysis shows that the darker particles in the SEM images were alumina fragments that had been sintered to the hosting surface during the thermal treatment. Ce mapping on the SIT samples indicates that the Ce distribution was quite uniform.

FIB images of trenches milled on the S surfaces right after sandblasting and on SIT specimens after artificial degradation are shown in Fig. 3. Phase transformation could be observed in S specimens, but no transformation associated with LTD could be appreciated on sandblasted specimens after infiltration and TT, meaning that the tetragonal structure was recovered during the TT and not affected by hydrothermal exposure.

In the same picture, a slight increase in grain size can be sensed only for the first outer line of grains.

The superficial appearance of E, ET and EIT aged specimens was similar up to magnifications of 3000x (see Fig. 4). Further magnification shows that the high temperature treatment has an evident effect on the morphology of the etched grains and porosity at the micro- and nanometric scale. Superficial grains lose their sharp profile and become rounded, meanwhile the numerous nanometric pores, which appear after etching, merge into pores of slightly bigger size and rounded contour. After infiltration and thermal treatment, the residual porosity seems to be further reduced and the superficial grains become slightly bigger.

In Fig. 5, the FIB trenches milled on the etched specimens after different additional treatments are presented. The effect of the thermal treatment is to close almost all superficial porosity generated by the etching process. The nanometric roughness present on the etched surface become smoother and the morphology of the surface
at the micrometric scale looks less flat. In the degraded ET specimens, a surface layer with the presence of LTD microcracks can be appreciated. Infiltrated samples had a smoother profile, meaning that the presence and diffusion of CeO$_2$ from the surface has the effect of sealing pores and reducing asperities. On the other hand, the integrity of the superficial rough layer appeared enhanced in infiltrated conditions. No presence of LTD microcracks was detected on the EIT aged samples. Few localized spots with evidence of degradation were instead detected only during preliminary studies in which the infiltration was performed at atmospheric pressure (see supporting information for pictures).

Individual grains can be clearly recognized in ion images, where the channeling phenomenon affects the contrast, or in SEM images after exposure to the ion beam to reveal the microstructure. From these pictures it can be appreciated that the grain growth observed in the SEM pictures taken from the top of the surface affected only the first superficial grain layer. Furthermore, the EDS results superimposed on the picture 5-E indicate that the enriched layer has a concentration of Ce > 1 mol% in a thickness limited to about 2 µm from the surface.

### 3.3. Response to indentation

Vickers hardness and $c/a$ ratio are shown in Fig. 6. Especially in the case of sandblasted samples, the presence of peaks and valleys and indentation chipping was an important limitation for measuring correctly the indentation mark, affecting so the hardness measurement. In the AS, E, EI and EIT aged specimens, the value of hardness was similar, while it was higher in sandblasted-aged specimens, being the increase particularly marked in the S condition. Indentation cracks were clearly recognizable for the infiltrated materials, where crack opening displacement appeared to be enhanced, while they were difficult to observe for ST and ET conditions and were not detectable on S specimens. By contrast, in the AS, E and ET specimens, although cracks were not visible by LSCM, they could be detected with DIC illumination thanks to the relief associated with crack formation. This technique could not be applied in sandblasted materials because roughness was less uniform. To appreciate the different appearance, SEM images of ET and EIT indentation cracks, together with an optical image using differential interference contrast of an ET indentation crack, are shown in Fig. 6.
3.4. Aging behavior

The monoclinic contents of AS, ST and ET specimens after artificial degradation were similar, about 45 % (see Fig. 7). S specimens showed a moderate improvement in the aging resistance, while both SIT and EIT surfaces were fully resistant to LTD, proving the effectiveness of the infiltration method for avoiding this aging phenomenon. E specimens had the highest monoclinic phase content, meaning that the sole etching process decreases the stability of the surface. It is important to note that S and E specimens had already monoclinic phase contents of 12 ± 2.3 % and 11 ± 1.4 %, respectively, before the aging treatment. The other samples were free from monoclinic phase prior to artificial aging.

4 Discussion

It has been shown that pressure infiltration of rough surfaces created by either etching or sandblasting is an effective method for superficially doping yttria-stabilized zirconia with Cerium oxide. This surface treatment may prevent hydrothermal degradation of zirconia dental parts without affecting the mechanical properties of the surface.

4.1. Roughness analysis

The two roughening treatments produce very different surfaces as shown in the topographic images of Fig. 1, nonetheless the $S_a$ values are approximately similar. However, for the E surface it has to be taken into account that the nanometric roughness revealed by the SEM pictures of Figs. 4 and 5 may not be fully resolved by optical interferometry due to the limitation of the x-y resolution. The density of summits $S_{ds}$ for the E surface is significantly higher than for the S surface, which can be explained by the different mechanism involved: in the sandblasting process, the distance between summits is likely to be related to the size of the Alumina particles used for blasting, whereas in the case of the etching process it is related to the random presence of pits. The higher value of $S_{ds}$ for the E surface results in an expected higher value of $S_{dr}$. The latter is a measure of the specific surface and is a hybrid parameter, depending on both the amplitude (measured by parameters such as $S_a$, which is almost the same for both types of surface) and the frequency (measured by parameters such as $S_{ds}$) of the features present on the surface.
For the S surface, the thermal and infiltration treatments do not affect the density of summits $S_{ds}$ but induce a slight decrease of the average roughness $S_a$, resulting in a decrease of $S_{dr}$. By contrast, for the E surface, the thermal and infiltration treatments induce a slight decrease of $S_a$ and a substantial decrease of $S_{ds}$, resulting in an important decrease of $S_{dr}$. The changes observed in the roughness parameters in both cases can be attributed to surface remodeling revealed by SEM pictures of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Regarding the $S_{dr}$, the absence of change for the S surface and the substantial change for the E surface can be explained by the observation that in the S surface the summits are broader with respect to the E surface and therefore less affected by the remodeling process, since spaced peaks hardly join together. Overall, it can be concluded that the S surface is less affected by the TT and pressure infiltration. After the treatments, the $S_a$ parameter in SIT and EIT surfaces are similar, but the values of $S_{ds}$ and $S_{dr}$ are rather different.

The roughness parameters measured with both roughening treatments after co-doping fall within the range of the ones observed in commercial dental implants with proved high success rate, both in terms of $S_a$ and $S_{dr}$ (Wennerberg and Albrektsson, 2009). This aspect suggests the potential of these surfaces for good osseointegration.

4.2. Effect of the treatments on the surface

The absence of color change in infiltrated samples could be related to the small concentration and limited thickness of the Ce enriched layer. This result may be relevant since the treatment does not interfere with the aesthetics in the case of dental crown and other visible parts. In contrast, 3Y-TZP materials doped with 2-7 mol % of CeO$_2$ by infiltration at the pre-sintered state (Camposilvan et al., 2015, 2012) and equally resistant to hydrothermal degradation had a marked yellow tonality.

A significant difference in the surface appearance of S and ST specimens is shown by SEM images of Fig. 2. As the surface of S specimens is highly deformed by the impacts, the treatment at high temperature is quite efficient in smoothing the asperities by recrystallization of the highly deformed superficial layer. On the contrary, the appearance of the surface is pretty similar between ST and SIT specimens, meaning that the presence of CeO$_2$ has not markedly altered the surface profile, which is confirmed by the little variations of all the roughness parameters. At high magnification (see pictures 4 and 6), grains appear moderately enlarged for SIT specimens, while observing the FIB trench of Fig. 3 this enlargement seems to be limited to the very first
layer of superficial grains. Ce co-doping is therefore modifying the microstructure of an extremely thin superficial layer of material, leaving unaltered the bulk. This qualitative observation is confirmed by the EDS CeO$_2$ profile reported in Fig. 5, which indicates that the CeO$_2$ content rapidly diminishes in the first 1-2 μm of material from about 5 mol% to below 1 mol%, being the latter content not capable for modifying the microstructure and aging behavior of the base material, as it was shown in previous works for deeper co-doping obtained through infiltration of porous preforms (Camposilvan et al., 2015). It is worth noting that a continuum CeO$_2$ diffusion profile is obtained in the present work, so there is no sharp interface between Y-TZP and Ce-Y-TZP that may alter the surface mechanical stability. Because of the small Ce co-doped thickness, the bulk mechanical properties cannot be affected. Near-surface mechanical properties might be influenced, but because of the limited amounts of ceria the influence is very weak. In fact, nanoindentation studies performed on polished 3Y-TZP after the diffusion of controlled amounts of CeO$_2$, obtaining a similar concentration profile as for the present study (Marro et al., 2011), reported only a minor change in hardness and elastic modulus in the first ~500 nm from the surface. Moreover, scratch testing performed in the same study showed a superior mechanical stability after hydrothermal exposure, comparable to non-aged 3Y-TZP. Therefore, the mechanical properties of infiltrated and not infiltrated materials are practically identical.

No appreciable grain size variation is observed in association with the sole thermal treatment. In fact, by looking at Fig. 3-B and D, the bulk grains, which are not co-doped with Ce, appear to be of the same size. By adding Ce, grain growth is promoted by partially suppressing the solute drag mechanism active in Y-TZP, where yttria segregates at grain boundaries operating a drag force against their mobility (Boutz et al., 1994; Theunissen et al., 1992). The formation of large cubic grains after the decomposition of the supersaturated tetragonal phase in association with the local increase in stabilizer content is not to be excluded, although higher temperatures and longer times are normally required for the development of this bimodal grain distribution (Chevalier et al., 2004; Inokoshi et al., 2014).

It is significant that after doping, the grain size is still very similar to standard 3Y-TZP, meanwhile in Ce-TZP sintered with prealloyed powders containing typically 10-12 mol% CeO$_2$, 3-5 μm grain sizes are usually reported (Tsukuma et al., 1985). Therefore, the microstructural change induced by infiltration is extremely limited in comparison with Ce-TZP.
The EDS maps of Fig. 2 show that Ce is distributed over the entire surface. This result is surprising; in fact, due to the limited diffusion lengths of Cerium during the thermal treatment, it may be expected that it would accumulate in some spots where the salt would precipitate preferentially. This even distribution may arise on one hand from a very even initial salt precipitation and by its redistribution during drying, melting and decomposition into CeO$_2$, when the formation of vapor deriving from the elimination of the solution and the hydration water would help in transporting the molten salt over uncovered regions. On the other hand, surface diffusion at the TT temperature, which represents a fast path for the movement of atoms, surely helps in increasing the diffusion length of the dopant, allowing reaching and modifying wider areas.

In acid etched specimens, the thermal treatment induces a clear change in the morphology of the surface. In the E specimens, the FIB trench of Fig. 5 reveals that the superficial porosity induced by preferential etching is less than 1 μm deep, with pores of angular contour that reflects the shape of dissolved grains. At the same time, in addition to the grain-to-grain roughness created from the preferential etching, on the surface of each grain there is the presence of nanometric roughness since the etching process proceeds rather by pitting than uniformly inside the grains.

After the thermal treatment at 1450 ºC, the porosity almost disappears and the nanometric roughness is smoothed, since the superficial grains become rounded. The appearance of the surface is quite different when imaging from the top. The grain-to-grain roughness seems to be enhanced, maybe as a result of pores coalescence and material transport. The peak-to-valley difference is also higher with respect to the E condition. The grain size showed on FIB cross-sections is similar for E and ET specimens, showing the same tendency as for the sandblasted materials.

In EIT specimens, a further modification is introduced. From the top micrographs one appreciates an increase in grain size and a reduction of the number of valleys. By looking simultaneously at the FIB cross-section, the rounded and slightly enlarged shape of the outer grains is revealed. This must be related to the presence and diffusion of CeO$_2$ during the thermal treatment, which seems to enhance the remodeling process at the surface. When Cerium nitrate decomposes into CeO$_2$, this probably forms a layer that fills the open porosity, superficial cracks and defects. During the thermal treatment, this layer sinters together and to the zirconia substrate, diffusing into the host lattice, creating so the rounded contour. As a result, the integrity of the co-
doped surface appears increased thanks to pore filling and grains rounding, which may be beneficial to reduce the risk of liberating debris into the body.

4.3. Protection from degradation in infiltrated samples

The important result of this work is that no monoclinic phase content measured by XRD was found in infiltrated materials, confirming therefore that the proposed treatment is absolutely effective for surface protection. AS, ST and ET specimens show the same aging behavior, meaning that the thermal treatment at 1450 °C removes any previous change in the surface that could affect its response to LTD. S specimens showed enhanced aging resistance with respect to the control ones, because of the compressive stresses introduced at the surface as a consequence of plastic deformation (Chintapalli, 2012; Kosmač, 2008), while E samples had poorer aging resistance. Since the monoclinic phase content of these two sets of samples was similar before artificial degradation (approximately 12 %), the higher monoclinic phase content of degraded E samples must be related to the lack of superficial compressive stresses plus, probably, the depletion of ions in superficial grains from the acid attack. The latter may have the double effect of destabilizing tetragonal phase due to the reduction in yttria content and favoring the diffusion of water species.

After artificial aging, no evidence of aging damage was found in FIB trenches milled from SIT material (see Fig. 3), in contrast with the ST and S material, where visible sub-superficial microcracks and damage interested a thickness of 2 to 3 μm. Monoclinic laths were also visible on the surface for the aged ST condition in many of the exposed grains (see detail of Fig. 2). A similar trend was found for the three acid etched surfaces. Aged ET specimens presented microcracks on the surface indicating that in this case particles may be released after long exposure to humid environment, which is potentially dangerous since this process could trigger chronic inflammation and osteolysis (Chevalier et al., 2007). The thickness of the degraded layer of aged ET specimens as measured from FIB trenches, was again of about 2-3 μm. In this thickness, the presence of monoclinic laths and subsurface microcracks was clear. On the contrary, aged EIT specimens were completely free from microcracks. In the case of samples infiltrated at atmospheric pressure during preliminary studies, the presence of localized spots with evidence of aging may be the result of a not appropriate wetting of the whole surface as a result of air bubble trapping into valleys and pores. By performing pressure infiltration, the solution is capable for wetting the entire surface. Moreover, even if
sporadic degraded spots were visible on trenches of the pressureless infiltrated material, the XRD results did not show the presence of any significant amount of monoclinic phase. Depending on the precise application, even though pressureless infiltration might work for improving the aging resistance, the application of pressure is recommended for avoiding localized and potentially dangerous phenomena.

The transformability of the superficial co-doped layer is affected in two ways by the presence of CeO$_2$. On one hand the stability of the tetragonal phase is increased. It is well known that thanks to the oversized dimension of the Ce atom, which promotes a more symmetric coordination, the tetragonal structure is favored (Li et al., 1994). On the other hand, the observed grain size increase should reduce the tetragonal stability since bigger grains have a higher driving force for transformation, associated with an increase in tetragonal-to-monoclinic formation temperature (Becher and Swain, 1992).

With the presence of the sole Y$^{3+}$ as stabilizer, the vacancies which are responsible for stabilizing the tetragonal phase are also responsible for the beginning of the degradation process. Water species can diffuse from the humid environment into the zirconia lattice, compensating the vacancies and destabilizing the tetragonal phase, which starts to transform. The key point is that since no vacancies are created for charge compensation when Ce is in the oxidized 4+ state, after the eventual Y$_2$O$_3$ vacancy suppression by diffusion of water species, the tetragonal phase at the surface is still stabilized by the presence of CeO$_2$.

Although it is also well known that bigger grain sizes are generally more prone to degradation (Jue et al., 1991), here the limited grain size increase observed at the surface after the infiltration-diffusion treatment has a modest influence as compared to the stronger stabilizing effect of CeO$_2$ addition.

The chart of Fig. 6 presents approximate values of the aged materials hardness. These results need a careful interpretation due to the presence of roughness, which does not allow an exact measurement. The depth of the 10 Kg indentations is of ~17 µm, therefore the thickness of tested material is much higher than the Ce enriched layer. The same hardness value is measured for AS and all the etched conditions, since etching does not introduce form or waviness on the surface nor plastic deformation, allowing an adequate measurement and proving that the HV10 hardness is not altered from infiltration nor thermal treatment.

On the contrary, sandblasted samples show higher values, which are the result of several factors. One is the non-planarity of the surfaces, which explains the slight increase for ST and SIT materials and the higher dispersion of the results. On the other hand, the presence of plastic deformation and compressive stresses after
sandblasting may also contribute with a further increase. Chipping, as a consequence of residual lateral cracks produced by sandblasting, may also play a role reducing the apparent size of the indentation mark.

The measured c/a ratio is similar for AS and infiltrated specimens, meaning that there is no variation in indentation fracture toughness for all these specimens. By contrast, in S specimens no cracks or very short ones were found, because of the residual stresses present after sandblasting, which may approach values as high as 1 GPa very close to the surface (Chintapalli et al., 2014). No significant differences were found in the c/a ratios of E, ET and EIT specimens after artificial aging, although indentation cracks were not easily visible in the first two cases and could be detected only by DIC. This is due to a reduced crack opening displacement as a consequence of the compressive surface layer associated with the t-m transformation induced by hydrothermal degradation, confirming the XRD results. Even by SEM, the crack tip was difficult to determine as shown in Fig. 6-A, B and C. In the case of ST material, the DIC illumination did not help in measuring the whole crack length, so the apparent measured c/a ratio is lower, meanwhile cracks of length similar to SIT condition and smaller crack opening displacement are to be expected. The extreme dispersion of the ST data reflects the uncertainty in the determination of crack tip location in this case.

4.4. Impact and perspectives

It was proved that pressure infiltration of Cerium solutions on zirconia with rough surfaces is a valid method for preventing hydrothermal aging. The method can be also extended to CAD/CAM machined or ground zirconia parts, where a certain grade of roughness is present as a result of the machining process. Polished surfaces could also benefit from the treatment, eventually by selecting an appropriate additive that would increase the wettability and, at the same time, stick the solution to the surface during the drying and salt decomposition process. Another option is to dip the sintered parts directly into molten Cerium salts. In the latter case, the main problem could be related to the thickness of the molten salt coating and the generation of a too high quantity of CeO$_2$ on the surface, which may not diffuse completely, resulting in lack of cohesion, or change completely the surface topology or microstructure generated by the roughening or machining/polishing process.

It is important to point out that the microstructural change is limited to a very thin layer and that mechanical properties cannot be affected by such a modification. Therefore, the same process could be attempted with
other zirconia stabilizers which are able to form liquid solutions and precipitate in the form of sufficiently small particles or homogeneous films to allow complete diffusion into the zirconia surface. The key point of this process is that the active co-doping should interest a layer as thin as possible to not alter any other material property, but thick enough to cover the diffusion thickness of the water species coming from the environment. In this way, the lack of stabilizer in this region that arises from the annihilation of Oxygen vacancies is compensated, blocking in turn the next steps of low temperature degradation.

5 Conclusions

A step forward towards the establishment of reliable all-ceramic systems for dental restorations is presented in this paper. It was proved that the major downside of yttria-stabilized zirconia, represented by its susceptibility to hydrothermal aging, can be surmounted for roughened surfaces with the treatment proposed in this work. By pressure infiltration with a Cerium nitrate solution of sintered and roughened pieces, followed by a diffusion treatment, the aging resistance is dramatically improved. The Cerium co-doping affects only a superficial layer of a couple of micrometers in thickness, though the effect on the aging behavior is striking, since no monoclinic phase content is detected on the surface after long exposure to artificial degradation. At the same time, the final heat treatment reduces surface defects and residual stresses induced during the roughening process.

The proposed treatment influences the roughness, being the effect of surface remodeling more important in acid etched than in sandblasted specimens. However, in both cases final roughness parameters are suitable for adhesion purposes and promising for osseointegration.

The results of this study are directly applicable in the manufacturing of dental crowns, abutments and dentures. Moreover, this work sets the basis for further studies focused on cell and tissue response to the surfaces obtained by the proposed methods. In this way, stable and reliable dental implants could be developed. The method can potentially be extended to the design of other biomedical applications where structural materials have to be directly in contact with the bone or where surface roughness is needed.
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Table 1. Summary of specimens preparation treatments, performed in sequence from left to right.

Table 2. Brief description of the 3D roughness parameters studied (W. Dong et al., 1994; W. P. Dong et al., 1994).

Fig. 1. Roughness parameters of the studied materials. $S_a$ = average roughness, $S_{dr}$ = Developed Interfacial Area Ratio, $S_{ds}$ = Summit Density. On the right, topographic images of EIT and SIT surfaces are shown.

Fig. 2. Secondary electron images of the surface of S (A, B), ST (C, D) and SIT (E, F) materials after artificial degradation (5 KV). In G, a BSE image (10 KV) of an area from the SIT sample is shown. H and I show respectively EDS maps of Al and Ce from the same area.

Fig. 3. FIB trenches of S material right after sandblasting (A and B, from published results (Chintapalli et al., 2013)) and of SIT material after artificial degradation (C and D). The focused ion image reveals the grains size.

Fig. 4. SEM Images of the surface of E (A and B), ET (C and D) and EIT (E and F) surfaces after artificial degradation. In D, arrows indicate the presence of LTD-induced microcracks.

Fig. 5. FIB trenches on E sample right after etching (A and B) and after artificial degradation of ET (C and D) and EIT (E and F) specimens. B is an ion image, while the rest are secondary electrons images of ion-etched surface. In image E, the points correspond with the followings CeO$_2$ contents (in mol%), as measured by EDS: a - 4.91, b - 0.96, c - 0.53, d - 0.38.

Fig. 6. Vickers Hardness and c/a ratio for the materials tested. Mean values + SD. To the right, the appearance of indentation cracks for ET condition by OM with DIC illumination (A), ET condition by SEM (B) and EIT condition by SEM (C). Arrows indicate the indentation corner and the tip of cracks observable on the picture.

Fig. 7. Monoclinic phase content after 30 h artificial degradation in autoclave (Mean values + SD). Note that the monoclinic phase content in S samples was of 12 ± 2.3 % and in E samples was of 11 ± 1.4 % before the artificial aging treatment.
Figure 1 Revised
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Error bars indicate standard deviation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Sint. 1450°C 2h+polished</th>
<th>Sandblast. 10s</th>
<th>A. Etching 1h</th>
<th>Inf. 50MPa 10s</th>
<th>TT 1450°C 1h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS-control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>Average roughness</td>
<td>Average of height values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_{ds}</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>Density of summits</td>
<td>Number of summits per unit area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_{dr}</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Developed interfacial area ratio</td>
<td>Percentage of additional surface area contributed by the texture as compared to an ideal plane the size of the measurement region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>